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Opening and Introductions (6 minutes)

T

oday we are part of the Global Day of Jewish Learning. The theme is Gratitude and Blessings in our lives. Our
particular session will focus on a piece of Talmud that deals with the direction that we face when praying, and
how it is gratitude that connects us to ourselves, each other, and God.

o Opening Hook
1. W
 hat are you grateful for in your life? What is one thing that happened in the last 24 hours that made you
feel grateful?
o Use this as an opportunity for everyone to get to know each other and introduce themselves.

Text #1: JFK’s Thanksgiving Proclamation (7 minutes)
o Ask one of the participants to read aloud.

Proclamation 3505: Thanksgiving Day. November 7, 1962
By The President Of The United States Of America
A PROCLAMATION:
Now, THEREFORE, I, JOHN F. KENNEDY, President of the United States of America, in accord with the joint resolution
of Congress, approved December 26, 1941, which designates the fourth Thursday in November of each year as
Thanksgiving Day, do hereby proclaim Thursday, the twenty-second day of November of this year, as a day of national
thanksgiving.
I urge that all observe this day with reverence and with humility.
Let us renew the spirit of the Pilgrims at the first Thanksgiving, lonely in an inscrutable wilderness, facing the
dark unknown with a faith borne of their dedication to God and a fortitude drawn from their sense that all men
were brothers.
Let us renew that spirit by offering our thanks for uncovenanted mercies, beyond our desert or merit, and by resolving
to meet the responsibilities placed upon us.
Let us renew that spirit by sharing the abundance of this day with those less fortunate, in our own land and abroad.
Let us renew that spirit by seeking always to establish larger communities of brotherhood.
Let us renew that spirit by preparing our souls for the incertitudes ahead—by being always ready to confront crisis
with steadfastness and achievement with grace and modesty.
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Let us renew that spirit by concerting our energy and our hope with men and women everywhere that the world may
move more rapidly toward the time when Thanksgiving may be a day of universal celebration.
Let us renew that spirit by expressing our acceptance of the limitations of human striving and by affirming our duty
to strive nonetheless, as Providence may direct us, toward a better world for all mankind.
o Then ask:
1. What are the areas that JFK thought we needed gratitude in?
2. Why do you think that these are the things he wanted to tell his citizens to focus on?
3. Do you agree that appreciating what we have leads to community building? Why or why not?
o You want your participants to notice:
b Thanksgiving—recognizing our abundance leads to sharing abundance with those less fortunate.
b This leads to building community.
b Humans are limited—The divine is necessary in order to achieve greater good.

o Some background information:

Wikipedia: Thanksgiving (United States)
On Thursday, September 24, 1789, the first House of Representatives voted to recommend the First Amendment of the
newly drafted Constitution to the states for ratification. The next day, Congressman Elias Boudinot from New Jersey
proposed that the House and Senate jointly request of President Washington to proclaim a day of thanksgiving for “the
many signal favors of Almighty God.” Boudinot said that he “could not think of letting the session pass over without
offering an opportunity to all the citizens of the United States of joining, with one voice, in returning to Almighty God
their sincere thanks for the many blessings he had poured down upon them.”
As President, on October 3, 1789, George Washington made a proclamation and created the first Thanksgiving Day
designated by the national government of the United States of America.

Wikipedia: John F. Kennedy
John Fitzgerald “Jack” Kennedy (May 29, 1917 – November 22, 1963), often referred to by his initials JFK, was the 35th
President of the United States, serving from 1961 until his assassination in 1963.
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Chavrutah: Texts #2 and #3. Babylonian Talmud Berakhot 30a and
Exodus 25
(30 minutes)

Chavrutah (10 minutes)
o Explain the concept of Chavrutah and instruct them to begin.
b Partnered learning.
b Turn to the person, two people next to you.
b Usually one person reads the text out loud and the other listens and then switch.
b Why?
• Allows you to come to an understanding of the text on your own first.
• Allows you to hear the multiplicity of perspectives that exist in the text.
o Walk around the room and make sure participants are reading and understanding.

Discussion: Babylonian Talmud Berakhot 30a (Text #2) and Exodus 25 (Text #3)
(20 minutes)
Text #2: Babylonian Talmud Berakhot 30a
o Introduce the text.
b Explain what the Babylonian Talmud is—Discussions of Oral Law had over a 500-year period, codified
c.700 CE.
b This section comes in a larger chapter about the prayer of the Amida—the Shemonah Esreh Prayer—or
Silent Meditation.
b Our larger topic is which direction to face when praying.
—Our Rabbis taught—which is an indication of the Tanaitic
b This section opens with the words—
(Mishnaic) time period—which means the years 0 – 200 CE.
T
 he temple is destroyed in 70 CE. Is this piece written before or after the destruction of the
Temple? It is likely that it is afterwards, in which case the use of the Temple here is not practical,
rather metaphorical. How does this impact our understanding?
o Ask one person to read aloud.
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o Then ask:
1. What is the first case given?
2. What is the connection between a blind person and someone who doesn’t know which direction to face?
3. What are situations where one might not know which way to face?
b Lost
b On a ship
b In a strange city
• All cases where one is vulnerable—connects to blind person.
• Is the text saying when vulnerable—turn directly to God?
o Go over the entire text until you reach the Beit Hakaporet piece.
—he should direct his heart. Are we speaking about physical
1. Notice the repeated terminology of
turning or spiritual turning here?
2. Please notice the hierarchy being established. What is the primary value here?
3. What is the significance of asking people to turn towards a specific place when praying?
4. Why did we not simply say turn to face the Holy of Holies, and leave it at that? What is the value in listing
each step?
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o You want your participants to notice:
b That this is describing steps in the process of coming close to God.
b That prayer represents physical and spiritual work. Relationship with God is a process.
o You may want to diagram this:
God
Israel
Jerusalem
Temple
Beit Hakaporet
1. What is the Beit Hakaporet?

Text #3: Exodus 25:17–22
o Please notice that this piece comes in the section of the description of the vessels used in the temple.
o Ask one person to read aloud.
(17) And you shall make a Kaporet (ark-cover) of pure gold:
two cubits and a half shall be the length, and a cubit
and a half the width.
(18) And you shall make two cherubim of gold; of
beaten work you should make them, at the two
ends of the Kaporet.
(19) A
 nd make one cherub at the one end, and one cherub
at the other end; of one piece with the ark-cover shall
you make the cherubim of the two ends.
(20) A
 nd the cherubim shall spread out their wings on high,
screening the Kaporet with their wings, with their faces
one to another; toward the ark-cover shall the faces of
the cherubim be.
(21) A
 nd you shall put the Kaporet above upon the ark;
and in the ark you shall put the testimony that I shall
give thee.
(22) A
 nd there I will meet with you, and I will speak with
you from above the Kaporet, from between the two
cherubim which are upon the ark of the testimony, of
all things which I will give you in commandment to the
children of Israel.
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o Then ask:
1. What is the Beit Hakaporet?
o You want your participants to notice:
b Place from which God spoke
b Most central place in the Temple

o Now, the hierarchy actually looks like this:
God
Israel
Jerusalem
Temple
Beit Hakaporet
= God
o God is at the bottom and the top of the hierarchy!
o Ask:
1. What does it now mean to turn to face God? What kind of turning do I need to do?
2. How do I need to prepare myself to face God?
3. What does this teach me about what we are trying to accomplish with prayer?
o Let them discuss this for a few minutes—let it sink in.

Back to End of Text #2
The conclusion of this piece is that the entire community is moving themselves in someway, and that in the end—they
are all facing the same place—the place from which God speaks.
And yet, is that what really matters in this text—a physical place? No! Because we already began the hierarchy with
those who do not know which way to face—they face God. It is not only God that is the point here, but actually the
building of community.
No matter where I stand in the world, I can be confident that every other Jew in the world is physically turning toward
the Temple, and is therefore also turning toward me.
Conclusions from these two pieces:
b Prayer is about turning to God when I am vulnerable.
b Prayer is about a physical and spiritual process of coming close to God.
b The value of turning towards a specific place is not only to show its importance, but also to create a central
place to which all Jews can turn.
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b Prayer is about building Jewish community—even just by the physical direction that I face.
b Ultimately prayer is about myself, my community, and God.
b God is accessible wherever I am standing.

Text #4: Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz Article (7 minutes)
o Ask one of the participants to read aloud.

Adin Steinsaltz, Each of Us Has a Personal Relationship with God
The Jewish Week, September 3, 2010
It seems to me that every human being, not just religious (or exceptionally holy) people, experiences such moments
of grace—these are moments when one feels the great Presence, how God is close, nearby. This feeling is actually far
more frequent than people think, but we cannot always identify it. Some people get this feeling from seeing or feeling
any kind of sublimity. Others may just suddenly experience, without any prior preparation or knowledge, the bliss and
security of this closeness…
  
At the same time, no matter whether we acknowledge it or not, each of us has a personal relationship with God. My
relationship is always personal and private; precisely because He is so infinite and unlimited, He relates personally
and specifically to me. It always is a one-to-one relationship, when I am by myself as well as when I am in a crowd;
somehow we are always alone together.
That is why prayer, no matter the form, is so important. Prayer is always a conversation with God. It is the way we
relate feelings, fears or aspirations, or make requests. There is also prayer for one’s community, for one’s own
nation or for the world as a whole. And prayer can also be a different sort of conversation: an urge to say thank
you, to say: how good it is that You are there.
o Then ask:
1. What does Rabbi Steinsaltz think about our ability to connect to God? Do you agree or disagree?
2. Have you ever felt the sensation that he is describing—“somehow we are always alone together”?
b Do you see how this connects to what we saw in the Talmud earlier? That even though we are each
standing in a different place, somehow we are actually together?
3. What is the connection between praying for my community and saying thank you?
o You want them to notice:
b Prayer is said individually, yet there is an element of community building involved.
b Notice the threefold nature of prayer according to Steinsaltz here:
• Prayer is a way to relate feelings and fears = blind man.
• Prayer is for our community and our nation = all of us facing same place creates unity.
• Prayer is the ability to recognize the blessings we have—and say thank you.
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o Connect back to JFK.
b JFK: Need God to help us build—to help us recognize what we have, and be grateful, and thus share it.
b Steinsaltz: Each of us has the ability to pray to God—and through this relationship to feel God in this world.
This will ultimately lead us to appreciate what we have, and thus—build.

Text #5: Matisyahu—King without a Crown Lyrics (5 minutes)
o Ask someone to read aloud.
You’re all that I have and you’re all that I need
Each and every day I pray to get to know your peace
I want to be close to you, yes I’m so hungry
You’re like water for my soul when it gets thirsty
Without you there’s no me
You’re the air that I breathe
Sometimes the world is dark and I just can’t see
With these, demons surround all around to bring me down to negativity
But I believe, yes I believe, I said I believe

1. What is the message of Matisyahu’s piece here?
o You want your participants to notice:
b Recognizing God allows us to feel satisfied in our lives. Feeling satisfied in my life helps me to give
to others.
b Belief is the antidote to negativity.
b If we connect back to Steinsaltz’s piece—we each can connect to God, we each have that potential.

Conclusion

(5 minutes)

o Concluding thought questions: What am I taking home?
1. Does prayer bring me to gratitude?
2. How does gratitude help me in my prayer?
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Text #1: Proclamation 3505: Thanksgiving Day. November 7, 1962
By The President of The United States of America

A PROCLAMATION:
Now, THEREFORE, I, JOHN F. KENNEDY, President of the United States of America, in accord with the joint resolution
of Congress, approved December 26, 1941, which designates the fourth Thursday in November of each year as
Thanksgiving Day, do hereby proclaim Thursday, the twenty-second day of November of this year, as a day of national
thanksgiving.
I urge that all observe this day with reverence and with humility.
Let us renew the spirit of the Pilgrims at the first Thanksgiving, lonely in an inscrutable wilderness, facing the dark
unknown with a faith borne of their dedication to God and a fortitude drawn from their sense that all men were
brothers.
Let us renew that spirit by offering our thanks for uncovenanted mercies, beyond our desert or merit, and by resolving
to meet the responsibilities placed upon us.
Let us renew that spirit by sharing the abundance of this day with those less fortunate, in our own land and abroad. Let
us renew that spirit by seeking always to establish larger communities of brotherhood.
Let us renew that spirit by preparing our souls for the incertitudes ahead—by being always ready to confront crisis with
steadfastness and achievement with grace and modesty.
Let us renew that spirit by concerting our energy and our hope with men and women everywhere that the world may
move more rapidly toward the time when Thanksgiving may be a day of universal celebration.
Let us renew that spirit by expressing our acceptance of the limitations of human striving and by affirming our duty to
strive nonetheless, as Providence may direct us, toward a better world for all mankind.
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Text #2: Babylonian Talmud Berakhot 30a
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Text #3: Exodus 25:17–22
(17) And you shall make a Kaporet (ark-cover) of pure gold:
two cubits and a half shall be the length, and a cubit
and a half the width.
(18) And you shall make two cherubim of gold; of
beaten work you should make them, at the two
ends of the Kaporet.
(19) A
 nd make one cherub at the one end, and one cherub
at the other end; of one piece with the ark-cover shall
you make the cherubim of the two ends.
(20) A
 nd the cherubim shall spread out their wings on high,
screening the Kaporet with their wings, with their faces
one to another; toward the ark-cover shall the faces of
the cherubim be.
(21) A
 nd you shall put the Kaporet above upon the ark;
and in the ark you shall put the testimony that I shall
give thee.
(22) A
 nd there I will meet with you, and I will speak with
you from above the Kaporet, from between the two
cherubim which are upon the ark of the testimony, of
all things which I will give you in commandment to the
children of Israel.
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Text #4: Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz Article
Each of Us Has a Personal Relationship with God
The Jewish Week, September 3, 2010
It seems to me that every human being, not just religious (or exceptionally holy) people, experiences such moments
of grace—these are moments when one feels the great Presence, how God is close, nearby. This feeling is actually far
more frequent than people think, but we cannot always identify it. Some people get this feeling from seeing or feeling
any kind of sublimity. Others may just suddenly experience, without any prior preparation or knowledge, the bliss and
security of this closeness…
At the same time, no matter whether we acknowledge it or not, each of us has a personal relationship with God. My
relationship is always personal and private; precisely because He is so infinite and unlimited, He relates personally
and specifically to me. It always is a one-to-one relationship, when I am by myself as well as when I am in a crowd;
somehow we are always alone together.
That is why prayer, no matter the form, is so important. Prayer is always a conversation with God. It is the way we
relate feelings, fears or aspirations, or make requests. There is also prayer for one’s community, for one’s own
nation or for the world as a whole. And prayer can also be a different sort of conversation: an urge to say
thank you, to say: how good it is that You are there.

Text #5: Matisyahu—King without a Crown Lyrics
You’re all that I have and you’re all that I need
Each and every day I pray to get to know your peace
I want to be close to you, yes I’m so hungry
You’re like water for my soul when it gets thirsty
Without you there’s no me
You’re the air that I breathe
Sometimes the world is dark and I just can’t see
With these, demons surround all around to bring me down to negativity
But I believe, yes I believe, I said I believe
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